Choose the Word

Directions: Read each sentence and choose the correct word from the word bank.

Word Bank

adventurous  calamitous  doubtful  furious  nervous  meaningful  poisonous  truthful

1. It was ________________ for our musical production when our costumes got lost.

2. Beware of the black, orange, and white corn snake—it is very ________________.

3. The gift Ricardo got his mother was both ________________ and useful.

4. My sister likes hiking and other ________________ activities.

5. Pam was ________________ when she saw that her brother had borrowed her softball bat without asking.

6. Victoria gets so ________________ about oral reports that she can hardly present them.

7. Luisa was glad that Melinda had been ________________ about accidentally ripping the sweater she'd borrowed.

8. Although Bill studied hard, he thought it was ________________ that he would get a perfect score on the test.